
The Scientific Value Of Oops

	
 And so it is that, through the assertively advertised urgency behind modern-day 
deregulated bell-the-cat intentions?  Good citizens can be taught to not only anticipate, but 
mindlessly defer to, a nonchalantly irresponsible mismanagement.  Bundled up inside the softer, 
don’t-hold-anybody-accountable label of “unintended consequences,” everyone might now be 
expected to embrace (whenever it is offered) a newer, and much more convenient, arm of 
scientific reasoning – a covers-all-contingencies, surely-you-can’t-blame-anybody variable:
            Oops.
	
 The fact that in our district huge, overwhelmingly expensive compilations of mandatory 
per-classroom reading libraries ultimately ended up in a jumbled mess, collecting dust inside 
obscurely distant bookrooms as one newly purchased program gave way to the next.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that box upon box of extravagantly forced but suddenly outdated materials and 
prescripted workbooks, (more than a few large containers never actually opened), lingered in the 
back corners of classrooms or blocked the isles in out-of-the-way storage closets.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that unrestrainedly ordered charts, verbiage, posters, procedures, protocols, 
strategies and policy statements printed up en masse to be lavishly laminated and handed out one 
year, were nonchalantly ignored the next: unwanted, unrecognized and eventually thrown into 
the trash.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that per-person binders, multi-colored organizers, professional development 
texts, expensively collated power-points, one-to-two-week-long presentations delivered by 
expensively contracted (and poshly accommodated) out-of-town “experts” – all were abruptly 
preempted by the unexpected instigation of yet another transformation and put aside, to be lost in 
the shuffle, and ultimately forgotten.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that pricey, whole-department, reform-ordered text sets forced onto educators as 
being inflexible curricula inside pre-scripted classrooms were suddenly and unconcernedly 
relegated to already overburdened book shelves when newly hired innovation-mandated novice 
teachers demanded alternate materials.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that high-salaried innovation specialists demanded hour upon hour for informing 
school-score-identified employees that they must utilize suddenly decided practices, even as, due 
to a gaping lack in reform coordination, precipitately hired and also well-salaried curriculum 
coaches stipulated that – well, in order to avoid punishment?  Teachers must categorically avoid 
any use of these very same, but now untenably out-of-date, protocols.  
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that the invasive elimination of upper-level students from low-income buildings 
was inflexibly mandated as the means to expensively revamp and remodel schools for younger 
students (all of the disruptive movement and costly construction argued as being necessary so 
that these newly instigated “limited-seat” schools might re-open under excitingly new names) 
only to admit one year later, that – well, due to a lack in planning, lack in oversight, and lack in 
experienced personnel: 
	
 These schools had performed so poorly?



	
 That they must now be closed.
	
 Oops.
	
 The fact that, as a result of the “expert” contention that an arbitrary three years’ 
production of low scores stipulated an invasive turnaround in school practice, ruthless 
reorganizations were mandated for large traditional buildings; the fact that these phenomenally 
disruptive invasions were then followed not by a statistical growth or academic stability, but by 
year after year of a never settling and always changing bedlam; the fact that the resulting bedlam 
inevitably led not only to a lower and lower achievement, but to a lower and lower enrollment, 
which was then used as a statistical justification for ordering up an ever churning flow of new 
administrations, new curriculum, new teachers, new protocols and new mandates – until, finally?  
Three years after the original community-destabilizing reorganizations had been decreed in the 
name of helping children:  
	
 Never stepping up; never taking a personal responsibility; never recognizing a 
devastating neighborhood upheaval; never admitting a personal culpability for lost and even 
dead students and ruinously invaded lives – on the heels of the now publicly recognized 
transformation failures?  
	
 Leaning heavily upon that modern-day school board’s ubiquitous rubber stamp, district 
leaders nonchalantly mandated the additionally invasive and hugely expensive restructuring of 
these very same schools.
	
 Oops? 

Nope.  Sorry.  
I just can’t do it.  
I just can’t play that dumb.  
I just can’t fool myself; I just can’t make myself accept that this endless game of school 

invasion disasters, this game where faulty innovations – although publicly admitted as being 
failures – never actually lead to a district or national accountability; this game where massively 
injurious innovative failures can, after heartlessly abusing employees, students and communities, 
receive only the now governmentally-modeled soft recognition of being simply case after case 
(after case) of an accidental (and thus surely forgivable): 

“Unintended consequences.”  
Blind allegiance to a relentlessly destabilizing insanity – in the name of children?
The falsely presented tone of caring, of standing strong, of never backing down in order 

to step up and put children first, simply serves as a ruse which, more and more each year, only 
lightly covers a shockingly irresponsible system’s embarrassing competition for money.  	


Any kind of money.  
Any kind of money, attached to any kind of reform.*
And, apparently?  
No one prepared to point out, or long-term stand up to and resist, the incessantly  

mandated Big Money exploitation of our nation’s lowest-income, culturally-different children.†   

*Although there has been an increasing contention that, due to an essential lack in the Department of Education’s 
intentional focus on integration, after receiving unprecedented “turnaround” monies many minority-serving schools 
have shown little to no improvement – there has been minimal ancillary criticism of the fact that much of the 
“discretionary” money forced into these schools has served to methodically undermine, disrupt and repress rather 
than to collaboratively and organically support.  (i.e. when a school has no air conditioning and the classrooms are 
sweltering – well, if, as an obvious “fix,” you argue that you cannot offer funding to this school unless it will fire/



reassign all of its teachers and interchange its many administrators, how exactly does this address the actual problem 
of heat exhaustion?)

†While I recognize that there are those who have been working long and hard to expose the massive takeover of our 
nation’s culturally-different schools, I am also well aware that these very same voices have been repeatedly labeled 
by both avid reformers and soundbite-seeking journalists alike as being nothing more than inconsequential members 
of a far-left “cult.” 


